WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

“Tim Hollis hits a hole in one in this beautiful and entertaining look at
America’s miniature golf courses.”
—BRIAN RUCKER, author of Treasures of the Panhandle
“I can’t wait to add this fun little book to my collection. Hollis makes the world
of miniature golf come to life with unique vintage postcards and photos.”
—RICK KILBY, author of Finding the Fountain of Youth
“Chock-full of long-lost courses and others which have remarkably survived,
this collection will trigger the memories of those lucky enough to have lived
when giant fiberglass and plaster statues were commonplace.”
—DEBRA JANE SELTZER, RoadsideArchitecture.com
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Q & A with

TIM HOLLIS
author of

The Minibook of Minigolf
“I enjoy seeing such documentation because it reminds me of my own
past, but there are probably those who are too young to remember it
personally and just enjoy it because they think it looks funky!

You’ve written several books on tourism and pop culture, including colorful
celebrations of motel, restaurant, and breakfast cereal advertising. How did you decide
to turn your attention to miniature golf?
I started taking photos of miniature golf courses and their obstacles when I was seven
years old, so I had accumulated quite a few. It seemed like a natural decision.
You use many of your own photos in the book, including one from your very first
visit to a miniature golf course. What intrigued you about miniature golf when you
were young?
I was always fascinated with the statues and other obstacles.
What did you find most interesting about them?
As a kid, I’m sure it was just that they were larger than life and twice as colorful. Plus, it
was part of the whole experience of being on vacation. I realized later that what I was
really responding to was that each of the handmade concrete figures was one-of-kind,
not mass-produced.

Which miniature golf course did you have the most fun visiting while working on this
book?
Unfortunately, there aren’t many of the old concrete-dinosaur-and-windmill courses left,
but I think most people would agree that the great survivor is Goofy Golf in Panama City
Beach, Florida. Running a close second is Sir Goony Golf in Chattanooga, Tennessee, but
unlike Goofy, that one has been remodeled several times since it was built.
Where did you find all the vintage postcards and advertisements used in the book?
I took a good number of the photos myself, and obtained others from fellow roadside
history enthusiasts. Most of the postcards came from eBay or antique stores.
What is “roadside history”?
That term has come to represent the documentation of any part of the American
commercial landscape that has disappeared or at least changed drastically over the
decades—restaurants, motels, roadside attractions and so on. I enjoy seeing such documentation because it reminds me of my own past, but there are probably those who are
too young to remember it personally and just enjoy it because they think it looks funky!
How does the roadside history of the South differ from other regions of the U.S.?
Practically all attractions in the South, in one way or another, were directed at people
who were heading toward Florida. Even though Tennessee had its own vibrant tourism
industry, it was still a state people passed through on their way to the Sunshine State. For
comparison, other regions attracted visitors from their own areas (think of upstate New
York or the Wisconsin Dells), or were perhaps tied to major arteries such as Route 66.
What do you hope readers will enjoy the most about your book?
I hope they enjoy savoring the vintage photos—as well as more modern-day photos of
surviving vintage courses—and comparing the similarities and differences in courses
from various areas and eras.
What trends do you see in the design of miniature golf courses today?
At least since the 1980s, the trend has been away from using statuary as obstacles, and
I’m not sure just why. Today’s courses are huge, with landscaping and fantasy decorations
galore, but they are there just to set a mood. There are plenty of fiberglass giraffes and
gorillas, but you no longer have to putt between their feet, for example.
Do you have one sentence of advice for aspiring authors?
Don’t be discouraged by that first rejection letter—or the second, or the twenty-fifth, or
the sixty-seventh . . .

Introduction
Miniature golf has become such a familiar part of American pop
culture that it sometimes seems everyone must have been exposed
to the pastime in one form or another. As we are about to see in the
pages that follow, this basically simple game has more varieties than
any other sport. That is, assuming we consider it a sport at all—miniature golf has been called “the feeblest outdoor activity outside of
waiting for a bus,” but we shall simply ignore such wisecracks.
Although minigolf has a ready audience throughout the United
States and has even enjoyed great popularity overseas, it only makes
sense to begin an examination of its history where it debuted in the
southeastern quarter of the country. Though practice putting greens
had been in use for many years and though several concepts foreshadowed miniature golf, it is generally conceded that in 1925 hotel
owner Garnet Carter of Chattanooga, Tennessee, developed the game
as we know it. At his Fairyland Inn atop Lookout Mountain, Carter
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and his wife Frieda introduced Tom Thumb Golf, a course which broke
with the notion of being merely a substitute for “real” golf. Instead,
the Carters created a completely new diversion. Going along with the
name and the miniature theme, tiny obstacles were placed among the
fairways to make things more challenging.
The familiar playing surface covered in carpet or artificial turf came
later. Such things were either too expensive or had not been invented
yet, so the first miniature golf courses were surfaced with crushed
cottonseed hulls, frequently dyed green. Regardless, miniature golf
became a national fad during the early years of the Great Depression, when people were starving not only for food but for any type of
amusement that cost very little.
Like most crazes, the initial fascination with miniature golf had
burned itself out within a couple of years and became more or less
a joke to those who had seen it. Unexpectedly, the decade following
World War II saw a rebirth of miniature golf, not as a fad but as a
part of the booming tourism landscape. In the pages that follow, we
will see all types of courses, from simple hometown aﬀairs to showy
tourist attractions complete with giant concrete dinosaurs. So pick up
your club and ball, and step this way, to Hole Number One!
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The alligator at Goofy Golf has been opening and
closing his concrete jaws and swallowing golf balls
for well over ﬁve decades, and he’s still hungry.
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It often seemed Panama City Beach’s
Goofy Golf was bent on living up to its
name. Not only were players routed
through an impressive concrete cave at
one point, but the “Chinese Ant Hill”
obstacle has so far survived all bouts with
political correctness.
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The way pop culture
repeats itself can be
amusing. Goofy Golf’s
monocular creature
known as the Goop
has existed since 1959,
but children of the
21st century invariably
mistake it for Mike
Wazowski of Disney/
Pixar’s Monsters, Inc.
movies.
Ú In an extremely un-

usual turn of events,
in the late 1970s the
Goofy Golf at Pensacola was purchased by
Sir Goony Golf but retained its name. Original 1958 obstacles—
such as the giant shoe
in the center of this
photo—were joined
by Sir Goony’s usual
characters.
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